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It’s as easy as YouTube, and it’s your University’s content!

EdShare is created by the EdSpace Project, part of the JISC Institutional Exemplars Programme
1 October 2007-31 March 2009

Approach:
• Extending the EPrints platform to develop an institutional repository supporting collaboration and sharing in learning and teaching
• Using Web 2.0 content-centred presentation
• Enabling tagging and minimal interoperable metadata to capture and present multi-media resources
• Supporting collaborative partnerships and new communities to enrich the student experience

Motivations:
To enable people:
• in different faculties,
• from across the institution,

Who are:
• developing,
• designing,
• delivering,
• supporting educational materials, resources and processes,

To be able to:
• view,
• comment on,
• re-use,
• tailor,
• contribute to development of the content.

www.edshare.soton.ac.uk

Sharing through EdShare:
Me - initial sparks, emerging genius, mature and complete “stuff”
The University - sharing between disciplines, collaboration across faculties
The World – showcasing the products of the whole institution